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ew Holland has been pursuing alternate fuel possibilities for more than a
decade. In 2006 it became the first
ag equipment brand to announce its
engines were fully compatible with
100 per cent biodiesel.
In 2009 it first showed the world its
hydrogen powered NH2 concept tractor at the SIMA machinery show in
Paris, France.
By 2013 it had another alternative
fuel concept tractor to show the
world: this time using methane for
power. This past November the latest version of that concept machine
was on display at Agritechnica 2017,
after also making an earlier appearance in August at the U.S. Farm
Progress Show. And this latest version has some very obvious changes
from its ancestor.
“The main difference you see is the
design,” said New Holland’s Thomas
Bart. “It’s a little futuristic now.”
It’s hard to argue that point. The
180-horsepower tractor has a streamlined design, which makes one wonder if that look will eventually become
the brand’s “family” design for tractors. There was no word of that happening, but the interest from show
goers in getting a close look at this
machine was definitely high. It
attracted sizeable crowds.
But there is more to this updated
version than its sleek good looks.

New Holland
continues
development
work for a world
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“The second difference is the concept
of the tank construction,” Bart added.
“In the first generation we had cylinders that were mainly fitted at the back
of the cab. On this version we changed
See New HollaNd on page 5 
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WiNter F-150 road test
Our cold-weather review of a Ford 2018 Platinum pickup
By Scott Garvey

E
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On warm days, slush and road spray
obscured the rear view camera lens.

This Ford F-150 Platinum edition pickup was the subject of this year’s Grainews winter road test.

Tow hooks were a nice feature, but
the valance below the bumper would
be prone to damage in deep snow or
off-road driving.

test F-150 had the large mirrors that
included a smaller convex mirror as
well. They were pretty helpful navigating a truck this size through city
traffic. The driver’s side mirror had
an auto-dimming feature to reduce
glare from headlights on vehicles
behind the truck at night, and a blind
spot warning feature that signals
when there is a vehicle in the driver’s
blind spot. Manually checking the
driver’s side blind spot is a little awkward due to the location of the B pillar.
The 360-degree camera view on
the dashboard screen was great for
squeezing into tight parking spaces.
But although the rear backup camera
was also great for backing in tight
quarters — and almost an essential
feature on a vehicle this big — in the
slush on the warmer test days, the
rear camera lens was mostly
obscured and became essentially
useless. (We noticed the same problem when driving on wet gravel
roads in a previous Grainews review
of a 2016 F-150.)
To make things a little more comfortable, the F-150 had heated front
seats and dual-zone climate control,
so the passenger and driver can set
the heat to their own desired comfort
level. And the heated seat feature was
handy to warm up the leather buckets
relatively quickly. Without that, the

Large, heated, retractable mirrors
that are an option available with the
trailer tow package helped the driver
keep tabs on traffic around the truck.

Retractable side steps improve
access to the box.

Interior and exterior body styling on the 2018 is mostly the same as on the
previous model year.

leather seats would definitely have
been a drawback during cold weather.
The body style of the 2018 F-150
looks essentially the same as the 2017
model; there are no major changes to
talk about there.
The Platinum edition also offers a
host of digital features including a
Wi-Fi hotspot that can accommodate
up to 10 devices within a 50-foot radius
of the truck. We didn’t spend any time

trying to sync up digital devices to a
truck we were only going to have for a
week. So we have to take Ford’s word on
how capable these features are.
We found a couple of things to nitpick, as you might expect, such as the
composite valance below the front
bumper that would likely disintegrate if
you hit a big snow drift on a rural road.
We expected a more capable design
there, especially considering this truck

had the FX4 off-road package with
skid plates.
Overall, though, the Platinum was
nice truck to drive, and it tackled the
extreme cold weather driving easily. Of
course, with an MSRP on our test truck
of $80,499 plus taxes, it should be. GN
Scott Garvey is machinery editor for
Grainews. Contact him at Scott.Garvey@
fbcpublishing.com.

pickup trucks

100 years of Ford trucks
From the Model TT to the Raptor, Ford celebrates a milestone
By Scott Garvey
July 27, 1917 was a big day for Henry Ford. That was the
day the Model T car was given a brother, the Model TT
pickup, Ford’s very first truck. And last July marked the
100th anniversary of that production milestone at Ford.
Suggested retail for the TT was $600 (about $9,607.32
in today’s dollars), and 209 of them rolled off the
assembly line in the first year of production. Boy, how
things have changed. GN
Scott Garvey is machinery editor for Grainews.
Contact him at Scott.Garvey@fbcpublishing.com.
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MAINTAIN FACILITIES

Maintain facilities for improved workflow
The job gets done and it’s safer for both workers and livestock
By Michael Thomas

B

CATTLE CHUTES
AND FACILITIES
Poorly maintained facilities can
lead to all kinds of grief when
something doesn’t work when processing and handling cattle.
“Tempers can really flare when
you’ve got everybody together on a
big cattle-working day and one of
the sort gates that you use to separate the calves from the cows quit
swinging over winter,” says Nicholas Lee, manager of Rocking Horse
Ranch, near Salmon, Idaho. “These
things can also become safety
issues. If the gates don’t swing and
latch properly, your help can get
hurt struggling with a heavy gate,
or when a cow shoves a gate over
the top of them because there was
no latch, or it failed.”
Inspect the holding pens and
sort facility, and check the alley
system that feeds the chute. Make
sure the fences are secure and safe,
gates swing and latch properly, and
cattle backstops function properly
and are not damaged. If you use
short poles or pieces of pipe to hold
the cattle in the alley, make sure
you have a good supply on hand,
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ecause the facilities and
equipment around here are
all showing some age, I have
had to make an effort to go through
them a bit ahead of working cows
and calves in order to find, repair,
or replace items that have worn out
or been damaged, and we still have
a few surprises.
It a squeeze isn’t bolted to a cement
floor, use large bolts to anchor it to
posts around the chute.

and that they are in good condition.
Inspect the chute carefully. Most
of our older chutes have processed
thousands of cattle and been
exposed to the elements 365 days
of the year. Some damage caused
by cattle is obvious and easy to see,
but the damage caused by repetitive cycling of moving parts and
rust does not always stand out.
As you begin the inspection,
make sure the chute is set securely
so it will not move away from the
alley as cattle hit the head catch. If
your chute sits on a concrete pad,
make sure it is bolted to the pad. If
it is not bolted down, drill the pad
in the locations of the anchor bolt
holes in the frame of the chute and
insert expanding anchor bolts into
the concrete pad. Use locking nuts
to secure the chute and grind off
any of the threaded bolt above the
nut to prevent operators and
chute-side helpers from tripping
on the exposed bolt. If you do not

Tractor counterbalance weights can
be attached to a calf squeeze to
improve stability.

have a concrete pad, chain both
sides of the chute frame to a secure
post on each side of the alley at
ground level.
Next, look over the chute for
bends in the main framework, tailgate, side panels/bars, and the
head gate. Bent materials in any of
these structures may inhibit the
function of the chute, either causing difficulty in the process of
catching, holding, or releasing a
cow. While you are looking for bent
materials, look closely at the
welded connections. A broken
weld in the frame structure, side
panels, tailgate, or head catch can
cause trouble holding the cow at
best, and cause injury to the operator or chute-side help at worst.
Next, inspect all of the moving

parts of the chute: pivot points for
the squeeze mechanisms, head
catch and tailgate; locking mechanisms for the head catch and
squeeze and width adjustment
mechanisms for the head catch and
squeeze. These points are subject
to wear from repetitive motion and
rust from exposure to the elements. Check the pins or bolts at
these points to see if they need
replacement. The initial problem
caused by worn pins or bolts is
rough or difficult motion of sections of the chute. When the pins
or bolts finally break, parts of the
chute can release allowing, the cow
to escape or hang up, and the operator or helpers to be injured.
Last, apply a film of light oil or
WD40 to hinge points and ratchet
locks. Do not apply oil to friction
locks, as this will cause them to
slide and release. Do not use heavy
grease. Grease solidifies with
exposure to sunlight and oxygen,
causing moving parts to seize over
time.

CALF TABLES
AND FACILITIES
If you use the same facility to work
calves and cows, you have already
reviewed the physical components
of the holding pens, sorting alleys,
and the alleys feeding the table.
Some of us use a separate complex
for the calves. This allows the cows
and calves to be worked at the same
time, but also provides for a more
convenient facility, built on a
smaller scale to better accommodate small calves. As with the cattle
facility, inspect the structure of the

pens and gates to make sure they
are secure and the gates swing and
latch properly. Make sure the table
is anchored securely in order that it
will not move during use.
“We attached a tractor frontend counter weight to the off-side
of our table to help make it more
stable when we tip a big calf,” says
Lee.
Continue by inspecting the calf
table for bent structures and broken welds. Next look at the pins
and bolts of the pivot points. Calf
tables rely on small springs or friction locks to hold the squeeze and
head catch closed. Check to make
sure these springs are not sprung,
and keep an extra spring on hand
for emergencies.
Apply a thin coat of light oil to
the ratchet locks of the head catch
and squeeze. Do not oil friction
locks.
If you use an electric
branding iron, make sure the
extension cords you use are rated
for the distance and wattage necessary to run the iron and any other
accessories such as clippers and
dehorning irons. A 10-gauge
extension cord will carry sufficient
wattage to operate all of these
tools. If you use a generator, service the unit ahead of time, and
make sure that it will start and run
properly.
Good luck with the spring cattle
working, and may the summer
grass be plentiful. GN
Michael Thomas operates Thomas Ranch
along with family near Salmon, Idaho.
Contact him at: Thomasranch@
centurytel.net.

PEN CHECKER DIARY

Spring will be welcome, but brings its own issues
Nicer weather comes with a whole parcel of animal health risks
By Bruce Derksen

T

hose of us in the agricultural
field find ourselves continually affected by our Canadian weather. A constant of this
weather is that it is continually
changing, and when the bitter cold
temperatures of winter begin to
ease and the spring sun appears in
its brilliance, Old Sonny and I tend
to feel pretty good about ourselves
and feedlot life in general.
The majority of cattle are almost
finished and are generally in good
health. At times Old Sonny and I
can become lulled into a false sense
of security by the warm sun, the
content livestock and the birds
chirping in the budding trees as we
move from pen to pen. It is very
possible that we catch ourselves on
autopilot.
And why not? Everything should
be good, right? We have survived

the earlier fall season with all the
weaned calf placements along with
the shipping fever and bronchopneumonia that came with them.
Those days we were constantly
on edge, leaning forward in the
saddle, eyes straining to recognize
all the sick calves as early as possible. After that it was dealing with
all the pinkeye and foot rot that
swept through some of the pens.
Pulling those ornery, half-blind
creatures was no picnic as they
seemed intent on constantly putting up a fight. Then the extreme
cold and wind of the Christmas and
New Year seasons set in and we,
along with the majority of the cattle, managed to survive that as well.
Now that the spring sun has put in
an appearance and is burning the
back of our necks, we deserve a
break. We deserve to cruise the
pens on autopilot. Don’t we?
Beware! Don’t let your guard
down as this is the season of inter-

stitial pneumonia. It can hit the
feedlot as the almost silent killer it
is. Interstitial pneumonias are
unforgiving. Sonny and I need to
wake up and watch the hundredplus days-on-feed cattle and especially the heifers as they are more
affected than the steers. When
dealing with the bronchopneumonia types you will definitely see
more quantity, but you generally
have a little more time for treatment. Interstitial pneumonia is different. Ride the feed bunks regularly checking for signs of mouldy
feed. When the winter bedding
season has come to an end as the
warmth of spring sets in, the topical straw begins to break down and
produce airborne dust. The combination of this and mouldy feed are
known culprits when it comes to
interstitial pneumonias.
The basic signs for cattle with
this type of pneumonia are quick
uneven breathing often accompa-

nied by extended necks and lowered heads. Usually you will notice
them as they are slightly gaunt and
stand apart from the group. In the
worst cases, you will see open
mouths with froth dripping to the
ground. If this foam is noticed anywhere, search the pen for the culprit.
As pen checkers we need to recognize the changing seasons and
the different issues they bring. Yes,
we can feel good about the previous
months coming to an end and the
great job we did as pen checkers in
controlling mortality rates, but we
always need to stay on our toes.
Interstitial pneumonia is unforgiving. Don’t assume that heifer is
panting because it’s a warm day.
Don’t ignore it. And keep in mind
that since this pneumonia hits so
quickly and with such power, not
only is time limited, there is also
limited respiratory energy with
these animals. They cannot be

overly stressed while pulling for
treatment, as they can collapse and
die almost instantly. Be quietly efficient and do your best not to run
them. Give the barn staff a fighting
chance. Early treatment can be
effective but waiting too long offers
only a quick slaughter option,
without the use of withdrawal
drugs.
But don’t worry as summer will
soon arrive and lead into fall bringing with it some new and old livestock problems and issues to be on
guard for. As the spring sun greets
us as pen checkers, we need to be
reminded to flip the auto pilot
switch to “off” on ourselves and
our respective versions of Old
Sonny, clean our glasses, lean forward in our saddles and be on guard
for the killer that is interstitial
pneumonia. GN
Bruce Derksen is a long time feedlot pen
checker living in Lacombe, Alberta.

But that’s just what they’re growing this year. Next year their crop mix could be partly or completely different.
And it should be — the benefits of rotating crops have been known for many years. Today the practice is
more important than ever. With new challenges such as weed resistance to herbicides, farmers need to
rotate not only their crops, but the products they need to grow them. That makes deciding on the right
combination of crops and products more challenging than ever. With our tagline of “Practical Production
Tips for the Prairie Farmer,” Grainews helps our readers make those decisions.

Reaching 50 million-plus acres
At Grainews, we know that our readers are even more diversified than the crops they grow, and no two
farms are the same. Whether it’s a large established farmer or a young one starting to take over from mom
and dad, our job is to help them farm every acre better, no matter how many they own or operate. Though
farms have become fewer and larger in Western Canada — the average size is now about 1,100 acres —
just eight per cent are larger than 3,500 acres. The average Grainews reader reports more than 2,600 acres,
which means that your message can reach not just that eight per cent, but also the ones operating more
than 50 million acres in Western Canada.

Farmers aren’t just our readers — they’re our writers
When Grainews started in 1975, it was an immediate success, largely due to its theme of “Written for
farmers, by farmers.” It still applies today. Editor Leeann Minogue is a partner on a grain farm in southern
Saskatchewan. Many in our stable of contributors are farmers, but that stable also includes not only our
professional staff, but industry agronomists and specialists who work directly with farmers and understand
what kind of practical information they need to manage their crops.

Grain farmers keep cattle too
Despite our title, we recognize that many grain farmers have beef cattle, which is why we have a
“Cattleman’s Corner” section. Like the rest of the publication, its focus is on practical tips for the cow-calf
producer, whether he or she has just a few cattle or a few hundred.
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Grainews practical test

xtreme cold weather is hard on
vehicles. And this winter has
been extreme. So rather than
stay inside with a hot cup of coffee
and watch afternoon movies,
Grainews decided there was no better
time to take advantage of Mother
Nature’s cruel side to see just how it
affects the average farm pickup. So
we grabbed one of Ford’s newest
F-150 pickups to see how it handles
the abuse. It was also our first chance
to get some wheel time in one of
Ford’s 2018 models — and one at the
high end of the options spectrum at
that.
Our test truck arrived as a 2018
F-150 Platinum, four-wheel drive,
four-door edition with a 5.0 V-8
under the hood. The V-8 delivered
torque to the 275/55R20 wheels
through an electronic 10 speed automatic transmission. We found that
combination gave the truck pretty
good acceleration and ample power
in typical on-road driving.
At the back, the truck had a 3.31
rear axle ratio and it was rigged with
the brand’s trailer towing package,
giving it a 7,000-pound (3,181 kilogram) GVWR rating.
So those are the nitty gritty
mechanical specs. But our objective
was to see how the truck coped with
the extreme cold weather, and we
were blessed — so to speak — with an
ample helping of it during our weeklong review. On the first day of testing, temperatures dipped well below
-20 C and stayed there for a while.
We left the truck outside on its own
the entire time without the aid of a
block heater or any other such comfort.
Initially, during the coldest days,
the F-150 racked up a fuel consumption average according to the onboard
computer of 18.9 l/km (about 15
m.p.g.) in city traffic. On the highway
cruising at 110 km/h, that dropped to
about 15.6 (roughly 18.1 m.p.g.).
As the mercury rose to near zero by
the end of the week there was a
noticeable difference in fuel economy. The combined city-highway
mileage numbers rose to 13.9
l/100km. (20.3 m.p.g), clearly showing the dramatic affect of very cold,
more viscous lubricants that sap
horsepower in extreme temperatures.
And along with the milder weather
came shorter idle times.
As you’d expect with a modern
fuel-injected engine, it started easily
in the cold, although the starter spun
the engine over a little slower than
usual, which is also to be expected. So
no problems there — and no surprises
either. The transmission continued
to shift smoothly even during the
very cold temperatures without
much warm-up time before setting
off.
The dual, power folding heated
mirrors stayed clear through all the
weather to help see around the truck.
With the trailer-towing package, the

Western Canada isn’t two-crop country
A farmer in Western Canada could be a 27-year old growing canola, yellow peas and barley on 1,500 acres.
It could be a 43-year old growing barley, lentils, winter wheat and flax on 3,200 acres, plus looking after 150
beef cattle. It could be a 62-year old growing durum wheat, lentils, chickpeas and canola on 5,000 acres.

there may be ways to help reduce
your risk of this disease... 40
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Leeann Minogue Editor

Scott Garvey Machinery Editor

Editor Leeann Minogue doesn’t have to travel
far to get a perspective on what’s important to
farmers — she was raised on a farm and today is
a partner in a 5,550-acre family pedigreed seed
farm in southeast Saskatchewan. Leeann has a
master’s degree in agricultural economics, and has
worked as a policy analyst with farm organizations
and the Saskatchewan government. She is also
a playwright, and her rural comedies have been
staged at community theatres across the Prairies
as well as at professional stages in London, Ontario
and Saskatoon & Rosthern, Saskatchewan.

If it’s on a farm and it has moving parts, chances
are that machinery editor Scott Garvey has
written about it. Scott covers the latest in new
machinery and technology, but is also interested
in writing about and restoring old vehicles. He’s
written for several publications in North America
and the UK, and is author of the best-selling
book Tractor in the Haystack and co-author of
My First Tractor. Scott also writes about practical
machinery maintenance and repair projects that
he undertakes in a large shop.

Lee Hart Editor

Lisa Guenther Field Editor

Lee Hart is editor of the popular Cattleman’s
Corner section of Grainews, but he’s also a regular
contributor to the crops pages. Brought up on a
Ontario dairy farm, Lee is a career farm journalist
now based in Calgary, where he has also written
for Canadian Cattlemen and Country Guide. Lee
is well known for looking at the lighter side of
agriculture through his popular “Hart Attacks”
column in print and online.

Field editor Lisa Guenther lives close to the
ranch where she was brought up in northwestern
Saskatchewan. She (usually) enjoys working cattle
on horseback, helping with seasonal chores,
and watching the operation while her parents
are away. Her reporting has won awards with the
Canadian Farm Writers’ Federation, and received
an honourable mention with the North American
Agricultural Journalists.
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Here’s what our readers say:

content calendar / deadlines
Deadline is noon central time on the dates indicated.

2018 editorial features	Issue Date	Deadline

2019 editorial features	Issue Date	Deadline

Disease Management	April 24	April 5

Crop Production

January 8	December 19

Insect Management	May 15	April 26

Pulse & Special Crop Production

January 22

January 3

& Chemistry Rebate Round-up	February 5

January 17

June 5	May 17

Harvest/Grain Storage

July 17

June 28

Soil Management & Nutrition	August 28	August 9

Crop Production and Protection
& Financial Planning Section	February 12

January 24

Grain Marketing Strategies	September 25	September 6

New Crop Production	February 19

January 31

Equipment & Tillage	October 16	September 27

Pre-Seeding/Crop Planning	March 5	February 14

New Seed Varieties	November 6	October 18

Pre-Seeding/Crop Planning

New Seed Varieties &

& Safety Week	March 12	February 21

Spraying Technology Focus	December 4	November 15

Precision Ag	March 26	March 7
Weed Management	April 9	March 21
Disease Management	April 23	April 4
Insect Management	May 14	April 25
Pre & Post Harvest Weed Control

June 4	May 16

Harvest/Grain Storage

July 16

June 27

Soil Management & Nutrition	August 27	August 8
Grain Marketing Strategies	September 24	September 5
Equipment & Tillage	October 15	September 26
New Seed Varieties	November 5	October 17
New Seed Varieties &
Spraying Technology Focus	December 3	November 14
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Pre & Post Harvest Weed Control

Crop Production and Protection
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7" x 2.5"

7.5" x 3

Super Front Banner

9.875" x 2" 5 col. x 28 agate lines

11" x 2.5"

11.5" x 3

publication specs
	Trim Size

11” x 14.5”

Binding	Saddle Stitched
	Column width

1.85”

	Column depth

196 agate lines

Gutter width
	No. of columns
	Halftone line screen
	Dot gain

.1667”
5
85
30%

Printing	Heat-set web offset

Safety Margins
(measured from trim size):
Keep text, logos, etc. 0.562” away
from gutter on spreads. Full page &
spreads allow 0.562” sides, 0.25” top
and bottom. To avoid trimming into
type, and to assure uniform margins
on bleed ads, keep dimensions of
type area to 20” x 13.5” maximum
for double-page spreads, and 9.5”
x 13.5” maximum for full page ads.
Bleed ads must have a minimum of
.25” bleed allowance on head, foot,
and fore edge. Crop/registration
marks should have an offset of .25”.
Electronic Material
Electronic files (including inserts) must
arrive in press-ready (high res X1A file)
Acrobat PDF format (8.0 compatible).
When saving a file in PDF format
ensure all fonts are embeded and limit
photo resolution to 170 dpi. Colour
ads must be CMYK, RGB images
are not acceptable. Files must be
sent electronically by e-mail to ads@
fbcpublishing.com OR uploaded by
ftp to vip.fbcpublishing.com
PLEASE NOTE We DO NOT ACCEPT
ads in Microsoft Word, Publisher
or InDesign format. All files will be
reviewed to ensure they meet Glacier
FarmMedia pre-press standards.
Clients will be contacted regarding any
modifications required. Publisher will not
be held responsible for any errors made
when original deadlines are missed.

Colour Guidance An accurate
colour proof must accompany all
advertising materials. In the absence
of a colour proof, publisher will not
be held responsible for unsatisfactory
colour reproduction.
Ink Density Adjust ink limit in
photos and rich blacks so that total
coverage does not exceed 240%.
Fine line work and lettering
Fine serifs, small lettering, and
thin line work should be restricted
to one colour and preferably not
smaller than 7 point. The use of small
lettering (under 7 points) and fine
serifs should be avoided. Publisher
can not accept responsibility for
reproduction and/or legibility of any
type under 7 point.
False Covers & Gatefolds
available
Call for pricing and specs.
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Ad sizes

terms & conditions
New Accounts
Transient and new accounts, cash with order. Credit applications are required on
all new accounts that have not authorized credit card payments.

Cancellations
No cancellations accepted after closing date. Cancellation of advertisements that
have been set will be subject to production charge.

Terms
Accounts payable in Canadian funds. Net 30 days. Publisher reserves the
right to charge 1.5% interest per month (18% per year) on overdue accounts.

Liability
Advertiser and advertising agency assume liability for content (including text,
representations, and illustrations in advertisements printed) and also assume
responsibility for any claims arising therefrom made against the publisher.

Commission
15% will be paid to recognized agencies on the gross charges for space, colour,
and position, when ad copy is forwarded via FTP or e-mail.
Advertising Content
All copy subject to the approval of the publisher, who reserves the right to reject,
discontinue, or omit any advertisement or cancel any advertising contract without
penalty to either party.
Publisher reserves the right to place the word “Advertisement” centered in 8pt
Helvetica over any paid announcement.
Dollar Volume Discount
Glacier FarmMedia offers the following dollar volume discounts. These apply to
gross advertising dollars spent within a 12-month period in any Glacier FarmMedia
print publication with the exception of the Western Producer, Seed Manitoba,
Yield Manitoba, Yield Alberta, Prairie Ag Catalogue, Ag in Motion Show Guides,
Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show Show Guide, AgDealer and Agricole Idéal.
Gross Dollars Spent
20,001 - 50,000
50,001 - 150,000
150,001 - 250,000
250,001 - 300,000
300,001 - 400,000
400,001 +

Discount
2%
3.5%
5%
7.5%
9%
10.5%

Colour Reproduction
Publisher will not be responsible for unsatisfactory reproduction of colour
advertisements unless accurate colour proofs are supplied.
Make-good insertion will not be granted on minor errors which do not affect the
value of the whole advertisement. Publisher’s liability will not exceed the cost
of the area of the space occupied by the error, whether the error is due to the
negligence of its servants or otherwise. There shall be no liability for non-insertion
beyond the amount paid for such advertisement. No allowance for errors in key
numbers.
Exclusivity
We do not offer exclusivity for front page banners, ear lugs, banner wraps, outside
back pages, inserts, etc.
Special Services
When publisher must provide artwork, advertiser will be billed at cost. Publisher
reserves the right to charge for changes required to customer supplied material.

contact info
Submitting Ad Materials

Advertising Contact

Ad Services Co-ordinator
Grainews
1666 Dublin Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R3H 0H1

Kevin Yaworsky

Phone: 204 944 5765
Fax: 204 944 5562
Email: ads@fbcpublishing.com
FTP: vip.fbcpublishing.com

National sales & marketing

Phone: 250 869 5326
Email: kyaworsky@farmmedia.com
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Contracts & Schedules
Contracts are based on volume committed in advance for a 12-month period.
Advertising not scheduled and contracted for will be immediately subject to any
rate change. Contracted advertising will be rate protected for 3 months.
The publisher is not bound by any conditions, printed or otherwise, appearing on
contracts or copy instructions when such conflict with the provisions of this
rate card.
Contracts for advertising at other than published rates will not be accepted.
The publisher reserves the right to hold any advertiser and its advertising
agency jointly and severally liable for such monies as are due and payable
to the publisher.

